WOODINGTON AVENUE: MILVERTON BOULEVARD - SAMMON AVENUE EXISTING PARKING REGULATIONS

LEGEND

EXISTING * PERMIT PARKING* (12:01am-10:00am, 7 Days a Week)

EXISTING * PERMIT PARKING* (11:00pm-5:00am, 7 Days a Week)

EXISTING * NO PARKING ANYTIME *

NOTE:
INFORMATION ON THIS PLAN IS BASED ON OFFICE RECORDS AND IS SUBJECT TO FIELD VERIFICATION.
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WOODINGTON AVENUE : MILVERTON BOULEVARD - SAMMON AVENUE
PROPOSED PARKING REGULATIONS

LEGEND

PROPOSED "PERMIT PARKING" (12:01am-10:00am, 7 Days a Week) ON AN ALTERNATE SIDE PARKING BASIS &
PROPOSED "1HR MAXIMUM PARKING" (10:00am-6:00pm, Mon. to Fri.) DURING THE MONTHS OF JAN., FEB., MAR., APR., JUN., AUG., OCT. and DEC.

PROPOSED "PERMIT PARKING" (12:01am-10:00am, 7 Days a Week) ON AN ALTERNATE SIDE PARKING BASIS &
PROPOSED "1HR MAXIMUM PARKING" (10:00am-6:00pm, Mon. to Fri.) DURING THE MONTHS OF MAY, JUL., SEPT. and NOV.

PROPOSED "PERMIT PARKING" (12:01am-10:00am, 7 Days a Week)
PROPOSED "1HR MAXIMUM PARKING" (10:00am-6:00pm, Mon. to Fri.)

EXISTING "NO PARKING ANYTIME" TO REMAIN

NOTE:
INFORMATION ON THIS PLAN IS BASED ON OFFICE
RECORDS AND IS SUBJECT TO FIELD VERIFICATION.